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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes and demonstrates an extended protocol for usability validation testing of medical
devices. A review of currently used methods for the usability evaluation of medical devices revealed
two main shortcomings. Firstly, the lack of methods to closely trace the interaction sequences and derive
performance measures. Secondly, a prevailing focus on cross-sectional validation studies, ignoring the
issues of learnability and training. The U.S. Federal Drug and Food Administration’s recent proposal for
a validation testing protocol for medical devices is then extended to address these shortcomings: (1) a
novel process measure ‘normative path deviations’ is introduced that is useful for both quantitative
and qualitative usability studies and (2) a longitudinal, completely within-subject study design is pre-
sented that assesses learnability, training effects and allows analysis of diversity of users. A reference
regression model is introduced to analyze data from this and similar studies, drawing upon generalized
linear mixed-effects models and a Bayesian estimation approach. The extended protocol is implemented
and demonstrated in a study comparing a novel syringe infusion pump prototype to an existing design
with a sample of 25 healthcare professionals. Strong performance differences between designs were
observed with a variety of usability measures, as well as varying training-on-the-job effects. We discuss
our findings with regard to validation testing guidelines, reflect on the extensions and discuss the per-
spectives they add to the validation process.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Motivation

Healthcare environments are complex sociotechnical systems
characterized by an irremissible co-agency between human sand
technologies. As such, they present a joint cognitive system [1].
In other words, medical devices are fundamental to healthcare
and patient safety.

Still, even though medical devices contribute to patient care by
advancing monitoring and control, they are not without risks: from
2005 to 2009 around 56,000 adverse drug events associated with
the use of infusion pumps were reported [2]. Many of those use-
related hazards were related to user-interface design deficiencies
[2,3].

Approaching the design with Human Factors and Usability
engineering has proven to be an effective means to enhance
performance-related outcomes such as fewer errors, less time
and lower mental effort [4,5]. Usability testing is commonly
considered a cornerstone in user-centered design, as it provides
information about problematic design issues. It further serves as
a validation test for performance requirements, such as efficiency
or safety of operation. Nevertheless, contemporary approaches of
usability testing show methodological shortcomings that make
them less suited for validation of high-risk systems.

In the present paper, we propose an extended usability valida-
tion test protocol and demonstrate its potential contribution in a
case study. More specifically, the proposed protocol comprises
the following extensions: first, a longitudinal research design
allows for tracking the learnability of the system. Second, a novel
method for recording and analyzing the interaction between the
user and medical device is introduced. Third, a reference regression
model is proposed that maximizes utilization of performance
measures.

In the second part, a case study is presented, showing how the
protocol can be used to draw firm conclusions on the usability and
safety of a novel interface design for syringe infusion pumps, in
direct comparison to a reference design.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jbi.2017.03.010&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbi.2017.03.010
mailto:m.schmettow@utwente.nl
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbi.2017.03.010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15320464
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/yjbin
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1.1. Usability in medical device design

Usability is defined as ‘the extent to which a product can be
used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effective-
ness, efficiency and satisfaction, in a specific context of use’ [6].
Due to its relevance for efficient and effective operational pro-
cesses in healthcare, usability engineering is increasingly incorpo-
rated in public guidance reports. For instance, in their draft
guidance protocol, the FDA [7] argues for the importance of three
essential steps in order to assure the control of use-related hazards
in the process of medical device design:

(1) Identify use-related hazards (derived analytically, for
instance by heuristic analysis) and unanticipated use-
related hazards (derived through formative evaluations, for
instance simulated use-testing)

(2) Develop and apply strategies to mitigate or control use-
related hazards

(3) Demonstrate a safe and effective device use through Human
Factors validation testing (either simulated use validation
testing or clinical validation testing)

In the present paper, the last step, validation testing, is under
scrutiny. The FDA recommendations for simulated use validation
testing are used as a reference [7]. In the following sections, we
will identify two major shortcomings in the current practice of
evaluating medical devices.
1 Detailed results of the study have previously been reported in [19].
1.2. Indicators for erroneous actions

Current practice in the study of medical device technology has
several methodological shortcomings [8]. A key finding is the lack
of a profound analysis of the user-device interaction by mainly
reporting coarse outcome measures rather than tracing the inter-
action process, with emphasis on cognitive processes. The process
of task completion is a crucial performance indicator as it reveals
information about cognitive processes.

Furthermore, it can reveal near misses, events where users
operate the device in an erroneous or less than optimal way. While
lost-ness and path deviations are widely used measures in
usability testing, especially in the context of website navigation
[9,10], they are rarely considered in the study of medical device
technology.

However, studies have shown that programming of today’s
infusion pumps deviates from the normative standard to a great
extent, even if not resulting in an erroneous task outcome
eventually [11]. The results illustrated that, when using menu
structures of contemporary infusion pumps, only 69.5% of
keystrokes are goal-directed. Direct comparisons show that
participants require 57.1% more keystrokes than required to
achieve task goals. Thus, although task goals were accomplished
eventually, they revealed a high number of normative path
deviations.

The frequency of normative path deviations is an important
indicator for system’s safety: every deviation from the optimal
way of doing a task increases the risk of suboptimal outcomes,
even if operators are able to do corrective actions much of the time.
Moreover, deviations are likely to cause additional cognitive
workload, ubiquitous in fast-paced environments (intensive care,
operating theatres) characterized by interruptions and time
constraints [11].

In conclusion, an analysis of erroneous actions on the level of
the interaction sequence is considered as a more detailed and
authentic indicator of safety. Further, it is demonstrated that this
analysis supports qualitative and quantitative analysis.
1.3. Assessing learning

Another shortcoming of contemporary validation studies is the
limited-duration interaction with the studied medical device. In
particular, the rate of performance improvement with practice
cannot be assessed in single-encounter studies.

Novel designs, even when superior from an ergonomic point-of-
view, require the medical staff to re-learn habitual routines
acquired with legacy designs. Experience with a legacy device
can even inhibit learning the new interface, due to negative trans-
fer [12,13] and lack of motivation, as by the so called production
bias [14].

However, most current studies draw their conclusions upon
single encounters of users with devices [5,15,16], and are hence
unable to investigate the required learning effort for a new
interface. This can go either way: when testing a novel design,
initial performance may be low but improve rapidly when users
get used to the design’s idiosyncrasies. Or, initial performance
starts at a moderate level and stays there as the design does not
foster the adoption of better usage strategies. In such a case,
redesign is recommended or intensified training may mitigate
the problem.

A related issue is comparing novel designs to legacy devices,
which is rarely fair. Users often having years of experience with
a particular interface. They usually have reached a high level of
performance despite potential shortcomings in interface design.
In direct comparison, any novel interface usually performs weaker
at the first encounter, even if its design is superior after users get
used to it. These issues are partly regarded by the current FDA
guidelines [17], as it requires that validation studies must be car-
ried out with participants that received the same level of training
as actual users. In case of actual users receiving different levels
of training, it is recommended to adjust the sample composition
accordingly. When carried out carefully, this effectively reduces
potential biases in comparing novel designs with legacy devices.
However, neither learnability nor required training for a safe tran-
sition to the new design will be revealed when following such
strategies. Only longitudinal studies can track individual learning
trajectories, taken as a criterion for learnability and serve as an
estimate for required training [18].
2. Introducing the extended validation protocol

The aforementioned shortcomings indicate a need for exten-
sions of existing validation test protocols for the study of medical
devices. The proposed validation protocol rests on two extensions
to the FDA’s proposal recommendation: one addresses the paucity
of ‘process tracing techniques’ [8] by a novel, replicable method for
a more fine-grained representation of the user’s task completion
process. In essence, it assesses the degree by which a user deviates
from an optimal path for task completion. This was described in
detail in a separate publication, therefore only the central concepts
are repeated here [19].

Second, a longitudinal research design is proposed, where par-
ticipants go through multiple sessions with variants of a task set,
making it possible to trace progress in performance. Furthermore,
the research design is within-subject. This allows for user-level
analysis such as diversity in training progress. An extensible refer-
ence regression model is developed that allows examining several
crucial aspects of user performance. Subsequently, the implemen-
tation of the extended protocol is demonstrated by a case study,
where a novel syringe pump interface was compared to a legacy
design.1
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2.1. Process tracing method

In order to trace the participants’ task completion processes,
this study combines a task modelling technique from Cognitive
Systems Engineering [20] and application of an algorithm [21] that
produces a distance metric for path deviations. To obtain process
tracing data feasible for both quantitative and qualitative analyses,
a sequence of analytical steps is employed: (1) development of a
coding scheme for observed interactions with the interface, (2)
application of a coding scheme to achieve sequence alignment
across observations, (3) application of the algorithm to detect devi-
ations in the process of task completion, and (4) translating output
of the algorithm into quantitative and qualitative analyses.

The coding scheme is based on a Human Factors modelling
technique, the Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules (GOMS)
model [22]. The GOMS model provides a framework for represent-
ing (the completion of) tasks on an operational level. Essentially,
interaction sequences (methods) for completing a task (goal) are
composed of low-level actions (operators, for example ‘starting
an infusion’).

First, a set of operators is created. To reach a suitable level of
granularity an iterative process with extensive data exploration
should be employed. A distinct letter is assigned to each operator,
therefore an interaction sequence can be represented as a string of
letters. Using this set of operators, observed interaction paths and
the normative path for each task are described as a string of letters.
Normative paths are the optimal interaction sequence to accom-
plish a particular task. They can be identified through study of
the interface’s functionality by participating in training courses
for nursing staff, user manuals and individual in-depth interaction.
Several normative paths are coded when there is more than one
normative way of completing a particular task (e.g., the order of
entering rate and time is flexible). Physical steps such as inserting
the syringe, opening the cassette or connecting the pump to power
were not modelled. This study only focuses on interface-related
tasks, hence those that concern interaction with the display.

Further, a Keystroke-Level-Model [22] can be created by count-
ing the number of atomic keystrokes belonging to each operator.
The number of keystrokes to complete a task serves then as a mea-
sure for efficiency of use. For example, we code the operator ‘ad-
justing infusion rate’. If the infusion rate should be adjusted from
2 to 4, keystrokes belonging to that operator would be 4 for the
new interface: Stopping infusion (1 keystroke), adjusting rate from
2 to 4 (2 keystrokes), re-starting infusion (1 keystroke). For the ref-
erence interface more keystrokes were required due to the more
complex menu structure. Logically, a different number of key-
strokes would be required for changing infusion rate from 2 to
5.5, for example. Hence, number of keystrokes differed for different
tasks regarding their values, however, they were always compara-
ble between interfaces.

Coding of both normative and observed paths will result in two
distinct letter strings for each observation and task. For measuring
the degree of deviation from optimal paths we propose the Leven-
shtein algorithm [23]. The Levenshtein distance has been used for
methodological reasons: it has been successfully used in other
usability research [24]. The goal of this study was to apply the
Levenshtein distance to the interaction with medical devices, and
test its feasibility in this context. The Levenshtein algorithm com-
pares two letter strings by identifying the minimal set of edits
(insertion, deletion and substitution) required to change the one
string (observed interaction), into the other (normative path).
The resulting Levenshtein distance is the number of edits. It is zero
when both strings are equal and has the length of the longer string
as its upper bound.

For the purpose of quantitative validation and comparison of
interfaces, the Levenshtein distance can serve as a measure for
deviation from normative path. Such deviations can generally be
seen as indicators for 0lostness in menuspace0 [11], with an accom-
panied risk of hazardous outcome.

2.2. Formal matching and incident recording

When the interface is supposed to undergo another design iter-
ation, we propose to also record deviant interaction sequences in
more depth by using structured report forms. These reports link
critical incidents to particular interface design aspects. For exam-
ple the report form in [25] records recurrent incidents by context,
cause, breakdown, outcome and required design change. In the
case study presented here, we furthermore extended the report
form by noting if the respective deviation resulted in an erroneous
task outcome eventually. These incident report forms can be used
for identifying recurring patterns of paths deviations with poten-
tially hazardous outcomes and match similar incidents into coher-
ent usability problem descriptions [26].

2.3. Longitudinal testing scheme

In usability testing it is common to prescribe a set of represen-
tative (or otherwise selected) tasks and let every participant do
every task once. For walk-up-and-use systems such a first-
encounter testing scheme may be fully sufficient, as the results
reflect how self-explanatory such a system is. However, for sys-
tems in safety-critical environments, first-encounter testing may
be inappropriate for several reasons.

First, for professional users better efficiency in the long run
weighs more than intuitive use at the first encounter. Second, pro-
fessional users have most likely used other systems with different
user interfaces. It is possible that negative transfer introduces a
bias at the first encounter. Third, the research goal may involve a
comparison with a device that is currently being used. Test partic-
ipants may already have reached the plateau of maximum perfor-
mance, resulting in an unfair situation for any innovative design.
Fourth, an ancillary goal of the study could be to assess the
required training demand for reaching acceptable levels of
performance.

To counter these limitations, we propose a longitudinal testing
scheme that entails several testing sessions, where the same mea-
sures are captured successively, on variants of the same tasks. Such
a testing scheme allows to directly compare performance at differ-
ent levels of exposure to the system. We propose that the study
entails at least three sessions, which gives an indication on the
overall speed of learning, absolute and in comparison to other
designs. Furthermore, we recommend to always employ within-
subject comparison for designs and tasks. In combination with
modern statistical regression techniques of mixed-effect modelling
(see Section 2.4.2) one can draw additional conclusions regarding
homogeneity of the observed performance. Random effects, and
especially slope random effects capture the diversity of individual
responses, which is utmost important in safety-critical environ-
ments: any average improvement in performance may well go
along with a subgroup of users (or task) being hampered. In
between-subject designs, all influencing variables are principally
confounded with participants, making interaction effects between
users and designs untraceable.

Setting up such a complete within-subject study follows the
usual steps of validation testing, but requires some additional con-
siderations. First of all, it is required to compile a set of user tasks
that are representative for the operational processes. As the num-
ber of testing tasks is limited, it may be required to select tasks by
criticality. In the proposed longitudinal scheme, participants
encounter each task multiple times. As the purpose is to assess
to what extent users acquire a mental model of the device’s inter-
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face, rather than how well they recall a particular sequence of
operations, we advise to create as many task variants as there
are sessions. These variants should have the same context and
operational goal but differ in details, such as parameter values. It
can be of additional interest to do a task-level analysis, especially
for the purpose of identifying remaining usability issues. Typically,
one can assume some transfer between tasks, which results in a
confounding between the order in which tasks are given and task
performance itself. Therefore, we recommend to employ a random-
ization (or any other balancing scheme) for task order. Exceptions
to this rule arise when tasks have a natural order, such as switching
on a device always being first. As will be demonstrated in the case
study, the longitudinal scheme can also be applied with two
designs in comparison to each other, using a within-subject design.
In such a case, it may be necessary to create further task variants,
and it is recommended to balance order of designs as participants
encounter them.

Another crucial consideration is the usability measures to
record. Generally, it is recommended to capture all three criteria
as stated in the ISO definition of usability: effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction. All criteria can be represented by various objec-
tive and subjective indicators (see Hornbæk, 2006 [26], for an
overview) and choices depend on the particular research question.
For the domain of medical devices it is important to capture the
aspect of error proneness (not to be taken as a stable individual
characteristic, but rather as an emergent property arising from
moment-to-moment user-device interaction), preferably using
the described process tracing technique, as well as cognitive work-
load. In addition, efficiency of use can easily be captured by com-
pletion time or sequence length (number of steps to completion).

2.4. Reference regression model

The extended validation protocol gathers multiple outcome
variables of various types (counts, times, ratings) in multiple ses-
sions. Classic parametric statistics, such as linear regression and
ANOVA, have severe limitations in dealing with data of this kind:
first, outcome variables, such as number of errors or response
times violate the distribution assumption of Gaussian models. Sec-
ond, the proposed complex repeated measures design violates the
independence-of-observations assumption of classic statistical tests.

In order to fully (and correctly) exploit the data obtained by the
longitudinal design, we propose a reference model that is
grounded on two generalizations of classic linear models: first,
the framework known as generalized linear models (GzLM) enhances
the flexibility regarding the type of outcome variable. Second, with
(generalized) linear mixed-effects models (GLMM) complex multi-
level research designs can be analyzed gracefully. As both exten-
sions have rarely been employed in Human Factors and medical
device usability research, it seems in order to introduce the main
ideas. Subsequently, a reference model will be developed to make
inferences on data obtained in a longitudinal testing study.

2.4.1. Generalized linear models
The classic linear model that has the form:

li ¼ b0 þ b1x1i þ � � � þ bkxki ð1Þ
where yi are the observed outcome values (e.g. response times), li

are the predicted values. With classic linear models it is assumed
that yi are normally distributed, with the predicted value li as mean
and standard deviation r. Observation yi are drawn from normal
distributions that have a varying mean but an equal spread
throughout. The predicted values emerge from the linear combina-
tion of predictor variables xi and linear coefficients b. yi and xki are
both observed data and therefore known. The coefficients b0;...;k are
unknown and estimating them is what a regression model practi-
cally does. The predicted value li can be considered a ‘‘best guess”
for every data point.

Strictly speaking, classic linear models can only deal with out-
come variables that have a range ½�1;1� and a normally dis-
tributed error term with constant variance. These assumptions
usually do not hold for usability performance measures. For exam-
ple, counting errors can never take negative values. Count variables
are often have severely right-skewed residual distributions [27]
that increase with predicted values. As another example, task com-
pletion rates are even bounded below (zero successes) and above
(number of tasks). Such variables typically are left-skewed, when
approaching the lower bound, but right skewed near the upper
bound. Moreover, a classic linear model fits the data by straight
lines. This also holds for the prediction a linear model makes.
The regression line extends between �1 and 1, which can easily
lead to impossible predictions for response times and other
bounded measures.

Generalized Linear Models (GzLM) generalize linear models to
allow for a wider range of outcome variable types. GzLM is a family
of models, each member being a specialist for certain typical vari-
able types. Three of the best known are Poisson, logistic and Gaus-
sian regression. Poisson regression applies for count variables that
theoretically have no upper limit, such as error counts. Logistic
regression deals with count data that has an upper limit, such as
number of successes with a given set of tasks. Gaussian regression
is just the classic linear model with normally distributed residuals.
All members work with their own assumption of how the mea-
sures are distributed (Poisson, binomial or Gaussian). In addition,
linearity is established, preventing that impossible predictions
can be made. This comes at some costs: the coefficients bi;...;k can
be used in a linear manner, as usual, but that does no longer give
the predicted value, directly, but the linear predictor gi, which
hardly has a natural interpretation. For making statements on
the original scale, every GzLM member provides their own trans-
formation function. Throughout the reporting of results, we
demonstrate the transformation and derive quantitative state-
ments on the natural scale.
2.4.2. Mixed-effects linear models
GzLM generalize the linear model regarding linearity, residual

distributions and variance structures. But, they inherit another
strong assumption of classic linear models, the independence of
observations. This assumption is almost certainly violated in
within-subject designs, as multiple observations on the same per-
son are typically correlated.

A modern approach to efficiently deal with repeated measures
is linear mixed-effects models (LMM). In LMM, observations are
partitioned by entities of the sample, such as participants. These
partitions require identifier variables (for example: participant
ID), which formally are just the same as factors, but are treated dif-
ferently from so-called fixed-effects factors such as experimental
conditions (e.g., designs under comparison) or demographic groups
(e.g., gender). Random effects deal with such grouping variables by
simultaneously estimating the individual parameters and a group-
level (normal) distribution. For example, when estimating the indi-
vidual performance levels hi in a group of participants, a common
assumption is that hi s are normally distributed:

H � Normð0;rÞ ð2Þ

Fixed-effects principally apply for drawing conclusions about
difference between levels of a factor, say two competing designs
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of a medical device. The reported parameters bi capture differences
in group means. In contrast, random effects apply when one is pri-
marily interested in the overall amount of variation. Accordingly,
one principally reports variance or standard deviation of the
group-level distribution, rather than individual hi (Eq. (2)).2

By explicitly representing the grouping structure of data, ran-
dom effects resolve the issue of correlated observations. At the
same time, uniformity of performance effects across participants
are amenable for closer examination by virtue of mixed-effects
model. For example, a crucial question in validation testing could
be how uniformly users benefit from a novel design, which is dif-
ferent to just regarding the average benefit. Furthermore, tasks
can be considered samples, too, and be modelled as random effects
[28]. Incorporating tasks-level random effects allows assessing
whether any observed advantage of a novel design is uniform
across tasks.

In the following, basic elements of linear mixed-effects models
are explained by an example, where two designs, L (for legacy) and
N (for novel) are compared on a performance measure y which is
taken repeatedly at a number of participants. Later, this will be
extended to the reference model for the longitudinal validation
scheme.

We depart from a purely fixed-effects model, where perfor-
mance measures are observed in a completely between-subject
design (i.e., without repeated measures). Like in Eq. (1), b0 is the
intercept, in this case representing the mean performance with
the reference design L, x1 is a factor, representing the designs as
L ¼ 0 and N ¼ 1. Parameter bD contains the overall performance
difference between devices L and N, and �i is the residual term.

Next, assume that the experiment was conducted in a repeated
measures, within-subject design, where the same participant i
repeatedly uses both designs. To account for individual differences
in using design L, random effect hP is added to the model, effec-
tively splitting the intercept into a group-level component b0 and
participant-level hP½i�. It is therefore called an intercept random
effect. Formally, intercept random effects can be considered an
interaction effects, where mean performance with device L is con-
ditional on the participant.

Furthermore, we may presume that the performance difference
between both designs varies between individuals, which is han-
dled by an additional slope random effect hDjP½i�. Again, the former
fixed-effect is split into a group-level part bD and a participant-
level part hDjP½i�, which basically is an interaction effects and
denotes participants i s deviations from the group average. Gener-
ally, when participant-level effects are large, individuals differ a lot
and the respective fixed effect is hardly representative for the
tested group, giving reason for concern.

yij ¼ b0 þ hP½i� þ ðbD þ hDjP½i�ÞxD½ij� þ �ij ð3Þ
hP½i� � Nð0;rPÞ
hDjP½i� � Nð0;rDjPÞ
�ij � Nð0;r�Þ
i :¼ particiant; j :¼ task
3 Nevertheless is it possible to compare levels of random factors. For example, one
could compare individual tasks between designs. In fact, random effects are excellent
for doing multiple pairwise comparisons as no adjustments are necessary for post hoc
comparisons [57].

4

2.4.3. Reference regression model
Now that the general concepts of generalized and linear mixed-

effects models are introduced, a reference regression model will be
2 However, applications for comparing individual levels of random effects exist
(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2012).
presented that fits the proposed longitudinal testing scheme by the
following properties.

1. Different performance measures can be used as outcome
variables.

2. Two (or more) designs can be compared to each other.
3. Measures are taken on a set of tasks.
4. Training process over multiple sessions is tracked.
5. The variety in participant performance is captured by

participant-level random effects.
6. Task-level random effects capture differences in tasks

Formally, the reference model is an extension of Eq. (3): a
within-subject comparison of two designs (xDi 2 fL;Ng), with
parameter bD) and the respective participant-level intercept and
slope random effects, rP and rDjP . A predictor for session xS, a
task-level random effect rT , various slope and interaction effects
and heteroscedastic residuals will be added to the model and
explained in the following.

Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the reference model.
Note that random effects are represented by their group-level stan-
dard deviations as most of the time one is interested in the amount
of variation, not the individual levels.3

Another fixed effect bS½:� captures the learning progress over ses-
sions (xS; :¼ f1;2;3g). One could be tempted to use a covariate
here, but this would imply a linear increase, whereas learning tra-
jectories typically are non-linear.4 Therefore the session fixed effect
is introduced as an ordinal factor. A third fixed effect bSjD½:� is the
interaction between device and task, capturing differences in learn-
ing trajectories.

With the multi-factorial design, a number of relevant research
questions can be examined, as will be demonstrated in the case
study. When predictors are factors, it often is useful to fine tune
the so called contrasts to closely match the research question.
Treatment contrast coding is the default in most implementations
of linear models. It is appropriate when the effect of one or more
treatments towards a baseline condition are under scrutiny, like
in controlled clinical studies. With treatment coding, the
intercept parameter b0 represents a reference group, say design
N at first session. All other parameters read as differences to
the reference level. As will be demonstrated, with treatment
contrasts, one can draw conclusions on how intuitive a design
is. When performance at first encounter (of device N) is satisfac-
tory (b0), and both training effects bS½1� and bS½2� are small, one
can conclude that a user can use the device ‘‘right out of the
box”. If one is more interested in the performance difference
after all training was completed, it suffices to change the refer-
ence level to be session 3, and read b0 as the final performance
with design N.

With repeated contrast coding (also called successive difference
coding), intercept b0 represents the average performance across
all sessions (of the reference design, here N) and bS½1� and bS½2� rep-
resent learning progress stepwise, from session 1 to 2, and 2 to 3.
When bS½2� is much smaller than bS½1�, participants are about to
reach maximum performance.
A more accurate way of modelling the learning trajectory is a non-linear
regression, for example, using the exponential function [48]. However, such an
endeavor typically requires many more repetitions [49] and requires special software
for (generalized) non-linear mixed-effects models.



Table 1
Elements of a reference regression model for comparison of two designs N (=novel) and L (=legacy) on three sessions and a set of tasks. Interpretations refer to treatment contrasts
with device N and session 1 being the reference group.

Parameter R model terms (MCMCglmm) Interpretation (under treatment contrasts)

Fixed effects
b0 1 Performance with reference device N at first session
bDxD Device Difference between devices L and N at first session
bS½s�xS Session Change towards sessions s with device N
bSjD½s�xSxD Session:device Change with device L (as difference to change with N)

Participant-level random effects
rP Participant Participant variation in overall performance with device N at first session (b0)
rDjP Design:Participant Participant variation in difference between devices (bD)
rS½s�jP idh(session: Participant) Participant variation in change towards session s with device N (bS½s�)

Task-level random effects
rT Task Task variation in overall performance with device N at first session (b0)
rDjT Design:Task Task variation differences between devices (bD)

Residuals
��½s� idh(session):units Amount of unexplained variation at session s, applies to Gaussian regression only
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Above, we already introduced an intercept random effect for
participants (rP0), as well as a slope random effect on designs
(rP1), which would represent differences in response to the
designs. Consider the situation that a moderate average learning
effect is observed on the group-level. On the one hand this could
mean that all participants show sufficient learning, on the other
hand it can also result from extremely fast learning of a few and
slow learning of others. Having a subset of users with very slow
learning is highly undesirable and should therefore undergo closer
examination. To allow for analysis of variability of training, slope
random effects rS½1�jP and are added to the reference model (pre-
view Fig. 3).

The other level of repeated measure in the data set are tasks: all
tasks are repeatedly measured across participants Again, random
effects are required to adjust for lack of independence. At the same
time, it can be relevant to assess the variation in performance that
is due to tasks. For example, only a subset of tasks could overly
hamper performance, whereas others are done with ease. In addi-
tion, performance of tasks may differ between designs, which is
captured by another slope random effect (preview Fig. 6).

Finally, it was considered that performance typically increases,
but often also stabilizes with training, such that variation
decreases. This would result in so called heteroscedasticity
(heterogeneous variance in groups) and is taken care of by one sep-
arate residual distribution per level of session r�½s�.
5 Following FDA definitions, a syringe pump is ‘‘[a]n external infusion pump which
utilizes a piston syringe as the fluid reservoir and to control fluid delivery.” Other
infusion pumps use a stretchable balloon reservoir to contain and deliver fluid and are
referred to as ‘elastomeric pumps’. A syringe infusion pump is an instance of the more
general category of infusion pumps. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the
syringe infusion pump as ‘infusion pump’ in short.

6 The situated Cognitive Engineering approach is discussed in detail in [19].
2.4.4. Reporting regression results
The authors are concerned that the ‘‘null [hypothesis signifi-

cance testing] ritual” [29] as it currently prevails in the social
sciences, is deeply inappropriate for high-stake applied research
as safety of medical devices (see [30] for a detailed discussion).
Therefore, the interpretation of magnitude of parameters is given
priority (the oomph as Ziliak & McCloskey call it [30], also see
[31]). Consequently, no p-values will be reported in the case study
(see also [32]). Instead, statements on the level of certainty are
given as areas of belief around the parameters’ location, repre-
sented by either plotting the full posterior distribution or giving
95% credibility intervals.

Furthermore, plots can significantly support the process of
model building and criticism [33], and is a sine-qua-non for effec-
tive communication of results. For the sake of space, we present
only a selection of plots: a spaghetti plot to illustrate participant-
level variety (preview Fig. 3), coefficient plots for comparing
strength and uncertainty of effects (preview Fig. 4), a full posterior
plot (preview Fig. 6) and a combination of interaction plot and pos-
terior densities (preview Fig. 7).
3. Case study

3.1. Background and objectives of the study

In this study, a new syringe pump interface5 is validated
(Fig. 1a), which has been designed by means of an extensive Human
Factors engineering process. The particular approach followed is sit-
uated Cognitive Engineering [34], a systems approach for developing
design concepts for complex environments by means of three
phases6 Initially, the use of infusion pumps was analyzed and
described on the basis of available literature, user interviews and
task analyses. Next, user requirements were elicited which guided
the device design. Consequently, the interface was developed in an
iterative fashion using paper prototyping [35]. On the basis of exten-
sive user feedback, a dynamic simulation was developed that users
could interact with and that stored user key presses. Another itera-
tion followed a formative usability testing study with 35 nurses and
anesthesiologists [36]. As reference device, the interface of the Braun
Perfusor� Space was used; a simulated version was obtained by an
available e-learning module (see Fig. 1b).

3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Experimental design
A 2 � 3 (design � session) within-subjects design was con-

ducted. With both interfaces, participants had to accomplish a
set of eight tasks. Tasks were repeated in three sessions. While a
fully randomized task order is desirable in experimental studies,
a natural order of tasks is likewise important when testing devices.
As a compromise, three natural task sequence variations were cre-
ated and participants encountered all three sequences in a ran-
domized order. Only task 1 (switching on the device) and task 9
(stopping the device) were always given as first and last. The order
of tested device was fully randomized.

3.2.2. Sample
The sample consisted of 25 nurses (20 female, 5 male) from

both general care (GCU, N = 13) and the intensive care (ICU,
N = 12). Experience with infusion pumps ranged from zero to



Fig. 3. Spaghetti plot showing the participant-level trajectories in mental workload.
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31 years (M = 15.2, SE = 1.92). Frequency of use of infusion pumps
varied from zero up to more than four times a day. Participation
was voluntary and recruiting took place by means of the non-
probability snowball sampling. Only participants having zero expe-
rience with the Braun Perfusor� Space syringe pump were included
in the sample, thus equating prior experience with the two
interfaces.

3.2.3. Tasks and use scenarios
A total of eight tasks were selected. The selection was based on

the literature [5,15], expert interviews and previously obtained
user requirements (see Table 2). In order to repeat the tasks over
the three sessions, three variations were created for every task,
that concerned the same user activities and interface functions,
but differed in their specific patient scenario and content (e.g., rate
and type of medication). Different patient scenarios were created
for the two user groups (GCU and ICU), adapting to the respective
work environment. Mostly, this concerned different types of med-
ications and infusion rates, which were higher for ICU participants.
Finally, tasks were combined into three task variation sets (per
user group), allowing for within-subject repeated testing of inter-
face functions.

3.2.4. Apparatus and experimental set-up
All sessions were recorded on video. Interfaces were presented

on a tablet (Fujitsu StylisticQ550, screen size 10.1 in., 1280 � 800
pixels) in their original size and quality. Using the tablet’s touch
screen, the participants could operate the interface and accomplish
the given tasks. Loaded on an external laptop, the pre-programmed
tasks were sent to the tablet via wireless network. Log files of the
pressed keystrokes were saved on the tablet and later assessed for
analysis.
3.2.5. Procedure
The study was conducted in an isolated room with either artifi-

cial or natural lighting, at the hospital where the respective
respondent was employed. Two researchers were present at each
experimental trial: one was responsible for instructing the partic-
ipant, the other for managing task presentation on the tablet. Both
hospital organizations did not require an official human research
ethics review, provided all participants were fully informed about
the goal of the study at the time of recruitment. The participant
received general information about the experiment, informed con-
sent and a non-disclosure agreement. After signing the informed
consent, the participant completed a pre-questionnaire concerning
experience with infusion pumps and demographics. Then, a train-
ing video explaining the pump’s basic functions was presented to
the participant. The video covered the general functions of both
infusion pump interfaces, but did not explain how to do the speci-
fic tasks. Subsequently, the experiment started and the participant
performed the first set of task variations. Each task was presented
on a separate sheet of paper which was handed to the participant
by the researcher. During the task, objective performance mea-
sures were recorded. After completion of the first device, the train-
ing video of the second infusion pump interface was presented,
and the participant completed the second set of task variations
with the second pump. With the exception of the training videos,
this procedure was repeated until each task set variation was com-
pleted with each interface (six measures in total). During this pro-
cedure, the researchers did not engage in verbal conversation with



Fig. 6. Posterior distributions of task-by-design random effects.

Fig. 4. Mental workload: location and 95% credibility limits of fixed effects.
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the participant, other than to provide task-related instructions.
When the participant was not able to solve a task and indicated
this verbally, the task was stopped and marked as erroneous. The
participant then moved on to the next task. After completion of
the experimental trial, the session finished with a post-interview
concerning the participant’s preferences in use of both interfaces.
Each experimental trial took about 90 min, and all participants
received a financial reimbursement of 50 Euro. For an overview,
Table 3 shows an estimation of the time it took to perform each
of the research phases.
3.2.6. Performance measures
The following performance measures were recorded: number of

successfully completed tasks, deviations from normative path,
completion times, number of keystrokes and self-reported mental
demand as obtained by the Rating Scale Mental Effort (RSME) [37],
electrodermal activity as indicator for objective mental workload
as well as subjective preferences by means of a structured post-
interview. However, only deviations from normative path, key-
strokes, completion time and RSME scores were presented here.
Task success was scored by post hoc analysis of the video



Fig. 7. Interaction effect session-by-design with posterior distributions.

a) New design

b) Reference design (Braun)

Fig. 1. Tested infusion pump interfaces.

Table 2
Critical tasks and functions tested in the current study.

Task Content/tested function

1 Switching on the infusion
2 Adjusting values and starting infusion
3 Administration of a (manual) bolus while infusion is active
4 Adjusting infusion rate while infusion is active 1
5 Adjusting infusion rate while infusion is active 2
6 Retrieving diagnostic information
7 Administration of a (automatic) bolus while infusion is active
8 Stopping and switching off infusion

Table 3
Estimation of time to conduct distinct research phases.

Phase Units

Designing tasks 24 h
Data collection including set up 2 h (per participant)
KLM coding 4 h (per participant)
Structured incident recording 2 h (per participant)
Qualitative data analysis 120–160 h (total)
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recordings. A task was scored as successfully completed if the user
accomplished the intended outcomes previously. Normative path
deviations were measured by application of the process tracing
technique introduced above.
3.3. Regression results

The reference regression model presented in the following was
instantiated in separate analysis of three performance measures.
Three slightly different analyses were carried out to demonstrate
different purposes. The first analysis regards mental workload,
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using the Gaussian model and standard treatment contrasts. We
explained the basic interpretation of fixed and random effects. Fur-
ther, residual structures were examined. Second, deviations from
normative path were analyzed using Poisson regression. We used
successive difference contrast coding to demonstrate how to make
quantitative statements using the link function. Third, an
interaction-only variant of the reference model was applied to
completion time measures, using exponential regression. This vari-
ant was suited for graphically summarizing the regression results.
The accompanying tutorial demonstrates all steps of the analysis
and goes into more details of data exploration, model building
and convergence checks.

All performance measures showed strong overall variation. 883
of 1200 trials were completed successfully, with a general positive
trend over sessions and a clear advantage of the new design, as
shown in Fig. 2. Visual exploration indicated a general associations
of failed tasks with higher mental workload, more path deviations
and longer completion times.

3.3.1. Mental workload
Mental workload was assessed by self-report ratings adminis-

tered after every task, with possible responses between zero and
150. We asked the following questions with regard to mental
workload:

1. Is the new interface more intuitive to use, such that mental
workload is lower in session 1?

2. Does mental workload decrease with training?
3. Do designs differ in how fast mental workload declines with

training?

The visual exploration suggested that most participants
improved through training (Fig. 3). By tendency, mental workload
was more pronounced for the Braun design. Noteworthy, partici-
pants seemed to differ vastly in the total interval they use on the
rating scale, with 10 points the smallest and 150 the widest range.
This made strong variation in participant-level random effects
likely.
Fig. 2. Task completion rates
Treatment contrasts were set for sessions, with the first session
being the reference level. Accordingly, the intercept parameter rep-
resented the overall workload judgment with the new design at
session 1. As Gaussian regression was used, the linear predictor
has the same scale as observed values, such that parameters could
be interpreted as differences on the mental workload scale.

Fig. 4 visualizes locations and 95% credibility intervals of fixed
effects. Location was the central tendency of the posterior distribu-
tion and indicated the most likely region for the true value (group
mean or amount of change). Credibility intervals summarized the
uncertainty of estimates and here we handled the traditional 95%
credibility intervals to express level of uncertainty: one can be
95% sure that the parameter is in this range. It was apparent that
the strongest effects is the disadvantage of the Braun design in
the first session. The learning effect estimates are smaller, but
seem to have more certainty, as indicated by the tighter CI bars.

For a quantitative interpretation, it was referred to the esti-
mates as given in Table 4. In comparison, the Braun design revealed
considerably higher workload judgments at session 1
(bD ¼ 10:193). The certainty of 97.5% suggested that the difference
is at least 3:288. Considerable training effects appeared for the new
design from session 1 to 2 (bS½2� ¼ �6:084), and in total (from 1 to 3,
bS½3� ¼ �9:983). Both estimates were moderately certain. For the
Braun design, the interaction effects indicated that training occurs
at a slightly higher rates (bS½1� þ bSjD½1� ¼ �8:212 and
bS½2� þ bSjD½2� ¼ �13:705). However, due to the high uncertainty fas-
ter learning with the Braun could not be confirmed.

The spaghetti plot in Fig. 3 indicated strong variation in how
participants used the mental workload rating scale. By examining
the random effect variation, we could further draw conclusions
on the diversity of users. Variation was reported as the standard
deviation (r) of the variation around the respective fixed effect.
Fig. 5 shows the magnitude of random effect variation and residu-
als. Again, 95% CIs indicate the uncertainty regarding the estimate.

We firstly observed that the strongest variation is on the
observation-level (units), which implied noisy measures. Partici-
pants varied widely in their performance with the novel design
of devices over sessions.



Table 4
Fixed effects results for mental workload, posterior distributions summarized as mode (location) and 95% CI (certainty).

Beta Parameter Location CI.025 CI.975

b0 (Intercept) 18.447 10.071 26.602
bD designBraun 10.193 3.288 16.740
bS½1� Session 2 �6.084 �10.069 �1.786
bS½2� Session 3 �9.983 �14.123 �6.068
bSjD½1� designBraun:session2 �2.128 �7.915 3.506
bSjD½2� designBraun:session3 �3.722 �9.242 1.770

Fig. 5. Mental workload: location and 95% credibility limits of random effect variation (SD).
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(intercept), as well as by how much they got worse with the legacy
design. The variance in learning trajectories was negligible. As
expected, tasks also showed considerable variance. However, no
certain statements were possible with this range of uncertainty.
This was a consequence of the small sample size (NTasks ¼ 8)).

Table 5 confirmed the pronounced variation in participants’
performance with the new design at session 1 (rP ¼ 10:122), as
well as the disadvantage of the Braun design (rPjD ¼ 5:346). It
remained unclear whether this was due to different use of the rat-
ing scale, or real differences in workload. Differences in how men-
tal workload reduced through training appeared negligible (rPjS½:�).
However, tasks differed strongly in how much workload they pro-
duce (rT ¼ 6:727). These differences affected both designs equally,
as inferred from the very small rTjD. In conclusion, the mental
workload ratings indicated that the new design was more intuitive
to use, as it caused lower mental workload at the first encounter.
Still, no firm conclusions could be drawn about the practical rele-
vance of this effect. The same is true for the learning of the new
design. Possibly, the wide credibility intervals were caused by
the strong variation in how participants used the rating scale.
Table 5
Participant-level variation (SD) of mental workload, posterior distributions summa-
rized as mode (location) and 95% CI (certainty).

Sigma Parameter Location CI.025 CI.975

rP Participant 10.122 6.766 14.871
rPjD design:Participant 5.346 3.407 8.765
rPjS½1� 1. Participant <0.001 <0.001 6.085
rPjS½2� 2. Participant <0.001 <0.001 2.215
rPjS½3� 4. Participant <0.001 <0.001 4.567
rT Task 6.727 <0.001 14.083
rTjD design:Task 0.272 <0.001 9.553
��½1� 1. Units 22.259 20.783 24.022
��½2� 2. Units 18.759 17.492 20.207
��½3� 3. Units 16.844 15.688 18.191
3.3.2. Deviations from normative path
In Poisson regression the linear predictor g is linked to the pre-

dicted values l by the exponential function. A convenient way to
report Poisson results is to interpret the exponentiated parameters
as multiplicative, where sums become products.7

Thefixedeffects for pathdeviationsareshowninTable 6.With the
newdesign, expðb0Þ ¼ 0:344 path deviationswere observed on aver-
age, but expðbDÞ ¼ 4:41 timesmorewith the Braun. Therewas a clear
indication of training with the new design, as in the second session
the path deviations drop to expðbS½1�Þ ¼ 68:174. From session 2 to 3,
number of deviations seems to slightly increase again, but this effect
was practically zero and highly uncertain. The Braun device had
1=expðbSjD½1�Þ ¼ 0:885 times the initial training effect of the new
design. From the second to the third session, the training rate was
1=expðbSjD½2�Þ ¼ 1:056 times higher as compared to the new design.

All participant-level variation estimates were practically zero,
indicating high homogeneity across participants. Only one effect
was worth noting: while tasks appear quite homogeneous in
how much they provoke deviations with the new design
(rT ¼ 2:353� 10�5), there was a pronounced variation in how
participants respond to designs (rTjD ¼ 0:823). This indicated that
some tasks tend to provoke deviations changes with design.
Recall that random effects are technically just factors, with factor
variation usually summarized as standard deviation. Still, analysis
on the level of individual tasks t with hT1½t� waspossible. Fig. 6
shows the full posterior distributions of the task by design interac-
tion effects hT1½t�. Design did not seem to make a big difference for
tasks 1 up to 4, 6 and 7. In contrast, at task 5, the Braun design pro-
voked relatively fewer deviations, but way more for task 8. Note
that these differences were not absolute measures, but deviations
from the overall trend were represented by bD.
7 Multiplicative models can be interpreted as additive linear by the following
principle: logða � bÞ ¼ logðaÞ þ logðbÞ. The log-linear model is additive linear under
the link function.



Table 6
Fixed effects for path deviations, posterior distributions summarized as mode
(location) and 95% CI (certainty).

Parameter Location CI.025 CI.975

(Intercept) �1.014 �1.727 �0.325
designBraun 1.595 0.712 2.557
session2-1 �0.370 �0.650 �0.091
session3-2 �0.175 �0.490 0.122
designBraun:session2-1 0.139 �0.172 0.459
designBraun:session3-2 �0.029 �0.366 0.309
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In conclusion, with the new design most participants showed
almost no deviations in the first session and appeared to reach
the plateau of optimal performance with session 2. Path deviations
for the Braun design were almost one magnitude more frequent
and decline at a slower pace. The task-level slope random effects
suggested a more in-depth analysis of potential usability problems
associated with adjusting the infusion rate.

3.3.3. Completion time
For completion time the reference model was estimated with

absolute group means (see Table 7). While this representation does
not allow statements on effects (e.g. the difference at session 1), it
is useful for creating interaction diagrams. Fig. 7 shows the interac-
tion plot with group means transformed to the original scale. The
full posterior distributions were under-layered to represent levels
of uncertainty. The plot shows that performance with the new
design was superior at all levels of training. It also appeared that
both curves approach the asymptote. This implied that the new
design will continue to have superior efficiency even after longer
periods of training.

3.4. Qualitative analysis

Next to elicitation of the interaction sequences by means of the
GOMS coding system, particular patterns of deviations were fur-
ther explored qualitatively. The structured reports of normative
path deviations and errors were used for identification of remain-
ing usability problems. In combination with the quantitative infor-
mation and longitudinal scheme, a highly focused identification
became possible, where design issues were ranked by severity.
Severity was judged by three criteria: frequency of occurrence, per-
sistency of the deviation over the sessions and potential risk. As a
criterion for persistency, issues with frequency declining by less
than 70% from session 1 to 3 were judged as highly persistent
and underwent a more in-depth analysis. For example, several crit-
ical issues with the new design were related to the retrieval of
diagnostic information, bolus administrations and adjusting of
main values. Participants frequently retrieved wrong diagnostic
information, confusing the volume to be infused with the already
delivered volume. This showed that the terminology of the inter-
face still needs to be better aligned to particular displayed system
status information. A few problems were related with the bolus
functions, such as repeated administration of an automatic bolus,
adjusting settings unrelated to the bolus function before adminis-
Table 7
Fixed effects results for completion time, posterior distributions summarized as mode
(location) and 95% CI (certainty).

Parameter Location CI.025 CI.975

designNew:session1 �3.078 �3.524 �2.629
designBraun:session1 �3.612 �4.057 �3.168
designNew:session2 �2.455 �2.930 �2.021
designBraun:session2 �3.039 �3.491 �2.600
designNew:session3 �2.210 �2.655 �1.767
designBraun:session3 �2.798 �3.243 �2.364
tration, and confusion of an automatic and manual bolus. Both
resulted in either overdoses, or wrong adjustments of the main set-
ting. This illustrated that the diagnostic feedback and control of the
interface still need to be improved, as well as the distinctiveness of
bolus functions. Another frequent problem was that the infusion
was re-started while still active, suggesting that the visibility of
the status of the infusion needs to be more clearly displayed.
4. Discussion

The objective of this study was to implement an extended pro-
tocol for usability validation testing of medical device. Using the
FDAs (draft) validation protocol as a starting point, we identified
methodological shortcomings and proposed two extensions.
Firstly, we introduced a process tracing technique to obtain a mea-
sure for users’ erroneous actions as a more sensitive representation
of potential hazards. This technique can additionally be used
‘downstream’ for identification of remaining usability problems.
Secondly, we added a longitudinal dimension to our study design
to trace users’ progress in performance over three sessions, which
allows deeper analysis of required training and comparison in
learnability.

In the following section, we will discuss the implementation of
our validation test protocol. We will address requirements of the
FDA [7], discuss their feasibility and implementation. Furthermore,
we reflect upon our extensions to the protocol based on the case
study.

4.1. Initial training and testing environment

One requirement of the FDA [7] for validation testing is that
participant training should match training in realistic conditions.
The initial training in this study derived from a worst-case scenar-
io, where many users will receive only minimal formal training,
followed by training on the job. This implies, for example, that
users rarely have the opportunity to review instructions during
the testing sessions as for instance in [15]. Accordingly, the current
study used a simple instruction video, covering the most basic
functions of the devices tested. As such, it did not equal realistic
user training, which is profound and developed by professionals.

Another recommendation of the FDA guidelines is, in order to
simulate forgetting, to have a delay between training and testing.
For logistic reasons, this was not possible in this study. Therefore,
the results may carry a positive bias. Another limitation was that
the tests were taken in a quiet environment, free of the interrup-
tions, distractions, and time pressure typical for the actual environ-
ment. That made the collection of data much easier, but may have
introduced biases.

4.2. Normative path deviations as a fallibility measure

According to the FDA guidelines it is relevant to consider those
situations that did not end up in erroneous task outcomes, but
revealed problems in use with possibly harmful consequences
[7]. While most experimental studies addressed user performance
by quantification of time and errors (e.g. [4]) we focused on erro-
neous actions on a more fine-grained level than mere task out-
come. Our findings underlined the relevance of adding process
measures to traditional outcome measures: whereas the designs
differed slightly in rate of erroneous task outcomes (between
2.5% and 7%), path deviations differed by almost a magnitude.
Hence, we recommend this technique as a more sensitive replace-
ment for task outcome and suggest it be referred to as fallibility.

Nevertheless, we acknowledge that defining an optimal path
has inherent limitations from a naturalistic decision making point
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of view [38]. The present approach did not take into account any
context. Thus, it neglected how people may need to tailor their
actions in order to adapt to other given environmental constraints
(e.g., interruptions). Our definition of an ‘optimal path’ was hence
purely based on the functionality given by the interface design.
However, for the purpose of the current method, this approach
seemed to be most feasible and useful for usability validation.

4.3. Normative path deviations in mixed research

Purely quantitative criteria for performance such as completion
time, mental workload and task completion can be obtained with
little effort and can be used to benchmark (or validate) the system
as a whole in a particular setting. However, if performance is insuf-
ficient, the measures give little clue on the underlying design
issues. On the other end, purely observational studies, in particular
formative usability testing, are very useful for the identification of
design issues, also on the cognitive level. However, several studies
have shown that the process of observation coding is highly unre-
liable, with often vast disagreement between experts [26,39,40].

The process tracing technique was an attempt to bridge quanti-
tative and qualitative research on usability: in their original form,
the elicited interaction sequences reflected the various patterns of
interaction with the device (qualitative). At the same time, their
formal representation allowed for subsequent quantitative data
analysis. The normative path deviations was just one way of quan-
tification. In fact, the Levenshtein distance allowed for further
decomposition into insertions, substitutions and omissions. This
for more distinguished conclusions. Furthermore, higher level pat-
terns can be analyzed. For example, undo and erase events have
shown to be a good indicator for usability problems [41].

Moreover, the analysis of path deviations can motivate and
guide subsequent qualitative analysis, as was the case with the
task-level random effects analysis suggesting that performance
with the new device could be hampered for some tasks. We further
isolated specific normative path deviations and reported them by
means of structured incident reports [25]. Subsequently, frequency
of occurrence was counted, as an indicator for the overall propen-
sity of an incident to occur.

In sum, our analytical approach provided feasible outcomes
about the interaction with both infusion devices. The GOMS model
provided an overarching representation of the interaction with
both interfaces, thereby enabling a direct comparison between
both devices, qualitatively and quantitatively.

4.4. User diversity and sample size

The FDA guidelines require that tested users should represent
the intended population of end users. This guarantees that findings
generalize to users of various background, such as different health-
care environments. In the present study, this requirement was
implemented by involving users from both intensive care and gen-
eral care units.

While the FDA guidelines draw upon generalizability, with the
presented research design one can go beyond and take a differen-
tialist perspective [42], scrutinizing differences between users. For
example, one could expect that ICU users are more used to admin-
ister a bolus, as their nursing department is characterized by sud-
den needs for interventions and quick decision making [43]. As
such, the bolus functions of the new interface might support ICU
users better than GCU users, as it supports a direct bolus adminis-
tration. While we refrained from such analysis for the sake of
brevity, the reference regression model can easily be adapted to
answer such questions. In the depicted case, one would add a fixed
effect for professional group and a respective task-level slope ran-
dom effect. The procedure is analogous to the analysis of the
device-by-task slope random effect (Fig. 6). In effect, the regression
framework makes the frequently employed technique of separate
analyses for participant subgroups superfluous.

Besides that, the proposed research design employed within-
subject factors as much as possible, which allows to assess the
degree of homogeneity within a sample of users (or tasks). In the
case study, the sample of participants was highly uniform in over-
all performance, training and response to the two designs. Only for
mental workload measures inter-individual variation could be
observed, but we tended to interpret the strong variation as a
method artifact.

Generally, within-subject designs are also more efficient when
individual differences are pronounced. With the strong homogene-
ity of the current study,making the tested device a between-subject
factor would probably have yielded similar results. However, such
homogeneity is not the regular case and one had to recruit the dou-
ble sample size for the same number of observations.

Speaking of sample size, increasing the number of observations
generally leads to more certainty of the estimates (smaller credibil-
ity intervals). In the present within-subject design, the number of
observations equally arises from the number of participants
invited to the test, the number of test tasks and the number of rep-
etitions. Increasing any of these will improve certainty, although at
different levels: a larger sample of participants will improve the
certainty of all fixed effects. If one primarily desires to get more
precise random effects, e.g., the performance level of individual
users, increasing the number of observations per user is effective
and will, to a certain degree, improve the fixed effects estimates,
too. Furthermore, degree of certainty depends on the situation
(how much randomness there is), whereas the required degree of
certainty depends on the research question. Here, the sample of
25 participants was sufficient to render the overall difference
between the two devices with reasonable certainty. A study aiming
at rendering more subtle differences in the speed of learning, as
reflected by the interaction effect bSjD, requires a larger number
of observations, either more participants or, probably preferable,
more observations per participant. In that respect, the Bayesian
inference framework offers the possibility of sampling incremen-
tally, (which would be serious statistical mistake in classic frequen-
tist statistics [44]). When the target certainty is not yet reached,
more participants can be invited.
4.5. Interpreting longitudinal usability measures

A longitudinal measurement approach was proposed and
demonstrated as extension of the FDA’s validation test protocol.
While it is common place that user behavior and performance
changes over time [45], most contemporary usability studies draw
their conclusions upon single user-device interactions [18].

The longitudinal design revealed some subtle, but nevertheless
relevant patterns that were unavailable with a between-subject
design: first, normative path deviations seem to reach the plateau
of optimal performance after the first session (new design). As
error-free operation is a crucial performance measure in high stake
situations, this is an impressive demonstration of the advantage of
the new design. Second, while completion time can be expected to
further improve with training, one can identify where optimal per-
formance is most likely going to be for the two devices, with a clear
head start for the new design (Fig. 7). Overall, the results unam-
biguously demonstrate the advantage of the new design in terms
of optimal performance and training effects.

Furthermore, the complete within-subject design allows to
study individual differences directly. In the case study, the random
effects analysis confirms high consistency across participants for
overall performance, advantage of the new design and training
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progress. Individual differences were only observed for the mental
workload measures. We tend to interpret this as a method artifact,
putting in question the absolute interpretation of RSME ratings.
This does not necessarily compromise intra-individual consistency,
which is another reason to prefer complete within-subject designs.
Under different circumstances individual differences can be real,
for example age-related differences in training effectiveness [46].

In high-risk contexts the lowest expected level of performance
might be the more relevant as an indicator than average perfor-
mance. Egan calls designs that reduce the probability of extreme
low performance level robust designs [47]. Random effects analysis
is a suitable method to assess inter-individual variation and can be
used to assess the robustness of design [28]. This is even possible
without the necessity of theoretically inferred predictors to explain
variation, as the individual trajectories speak for themselves.

Still, the reference model has some limitations or possible
extensions: first, for the reason of conciseness all results were
based on successfully completed tasks only. Researchers employ-
ing the validation scheme have three options to regard task com-
pletion: first, it can be used as an outcome variable, using logistic
regression with the reference regression model. Second, successful
and erroneous trials were simply pooled,8 but this implies that the
same behavioral processes underlie successful and erroneous
attempts. As an alternative, task completion can be set as a control
variable, adding it as predictor to the model and installing interac-
tion effect and random effects, respectively.

More generally, the reference model is very amenable for exten-
sions: the cross-classified random effects structure allows to add
predictors at the level of participants, tasks and designs. For exam-
ple, one could further assess the role of negative transfer by adding
a predictor reflecting amount of experience. The respective
hypotheses were that participants with high experience scores
have a lower initial performance (main effect), and, perhaps,
slower initial learning (experience by session interaction effect).

Last, but not least, the reference model can easily be modified to
assess or compare the effectiveness of a training approaches. For
doing so on a single design, onewould replace the design parameter
bD by bTr , for example with levels Tr ¼ fminimal training;
formal trainingg. Henceforth, the interaction effect bS½:�jTr would rep-
resent the difference in improvement that a formal training makes.

A series of three sessions, as in the case study, is the smallest
that can render the non-linearity of training processes, albeit
rather coarsely. If the research goal requires higher resolution ren-
dering of training effects, further sessions can be added. However,
the current model used factors to represent sessions, which does
not scale up gracefully with many repetitions. The proportional
increase in number of parameters can oversaturate the model
and make interpretation more difficult. An alternative with longer
training series is non-linear mixed-effects regression, for example
using the exponential law of learning [48]. This approach applies
to comparisons of training approaches, as well as comparison of
novel designs to a legacy device [49].9
5. Conclusions

Healthcare environments are complex sociotechnical systems,
characterized by a co-agency between humans and technology.
As cognitive artifacts, medical devices should support the health-
8 Generally, we found that the rate of erroneous task outcomes was 26.5% for the
Braun and 19.5% for the new design in the third session, which are unbearably high
rates. Apparently, both devices require more formal or supervised training on-the-job,
than the amount of three sessions with eight tasks.

9 But note that there the approach of estimating the learning curve on averaged
data is nowadays considered a mistake [58]. Instead individual learning curves per
participant should be estimated by using random effects.
care practitioner in operational processes with the aim to maxi-
mize quality of care. Studying the usability of medical devices is
crucial for patient safety. In this study, we extended the recent
the FDA recommendation for usability validation testing of medical
devices. The cornerstones of the extended protocol are a complete
within-subject design, multiple performance measures, repeated
sessions to trace the training process and statistical inference with
generalized linear mixed-effects models.

The present study implemented the extended protocol, demon-
strating how to capture performance evolving with practice, ren-
dering user and task diversity and dealing with a variety of
performance measures. We showed (and explained) how the
approach can be used and further extended to capture a variety
of research questions and facilitate rational decision making
grounding on quantitative statements and reasoning about uncer-
tainty. Currently, ergonomic design of medical devices is in a tran-
sition phase. The importance of Human Factors is recognized in
many publications and enforced by national and international
guidelines, but pervasion of industrial development processes by
Human Factors principles and trained staff are still in a state of
infancy. The presented approach goes beyond current regulations
and requires significant resources and expertise. However, given
the rapid uptake in recent years and the high stakes involved, we
are optimistic regarding the potential of elaborated Human Factors
studies to claim their own space in the device development pro-
cess. If saving patients’ lives is important, then the current momen-
tum may not get lost to short-sighted economic drags, such as
cutting development costs or shorter time-to-market cycles.
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Appendix A. Working with generalized linear models

The framework of Generalized Linear Models (GzLM) extends
linear models by providing choices for three aspects of the out-
come variable: link function, residual distribution and variance



Table A
Members of the family of generalized linear models.

Model Range Residuals Variance Link function Mean function Measures

Gaussian ½�1;1� Normal r2 ¼ c
Constant

g ¼ l
Identity

l ¼ g
Identity

Rating scales

Poisson ½0;1� Poisson r2 ¼ l
Proportional

g ¼ lnl
Logarithm

l ¼ eg

Exponential
Sequence length, path deviations

Logistic [0; k] Binomial lðk� lÞ=k
Cigar shaped

g ¼ lnl=k� l
Logit

l ¼ kðeg=1þeg Þ
Logistic

Task completion

Exponential ½0;1� Exponential r2 ¼ l2

Squared
g ¼ lnl
Logarithm

l ¼ e�g

Exponential
Completion time

l: predicted value; g: linear predictor; r2: variance; k: number of trials.
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structure [50]. In GzLM, linearity is re-established by separating
the linear combination of predictors (linear term) from the pre-
dicted value l. The linear term is tied to the linear predictor gi that
always supports the range ½�1;1�. While this satisfies the linear-
ity assumption, g does not have a natural interpretation. Instead, g
is linked to predicted values l by a bijective, strictly monotonous
transformation, themean function. For example, when dealing with
count data, where l has zero as lower bound, one uses Poisson
regression with the exponential mean function:

li ¼ expgi ð4Þ

gi ¼ b0 þ b1x1i þ � � � þ bkxki

The inverse of the mean function, called the link function and is
often referred to when characterizing a GzLM family member. In
case of Poisson regression this is the logarithm, as this reverses
the exponential function.

Furthermore, family members provide a residual distributions
that are appropriate for the outcome variable at hand. Common
choices are: Poisson distribution for counts, Binomial for successes
at a number of trials, exponential distribution for waiting times
and, last but not least, the normal distribution. Finally, a GzLM
member defines a variance structures, which refers to the associa-
tion between expected value and variance. For example, with mea-
sures of time and counts it typically occurs that variance increases
by expected value. In contrast, the (Gaussian) linear model
assumes that variance is constant.

A common misunderstanding is that GzLM is a relaxation of the
assumptions of linear models. In fact, every member has different
assumptions, but these are equally strict (see Table A). One can
even argue that Poisson, Binomial and exponential regression are
stricter than Gaussian, as there is a tight association between
variance and expected value, but no separate parameter for the
amount of variance. Noteworthy the strict variance assumptions
of Poisson, exponential and binomial are frequently violated
by real data in that more variance occurs than is allowed. This
issue is called over-dispersion and requires correction [51]. The
implementation we chose for the data analysis here regards
over-dispersion by default [52],10 but researchers using different
implementations must take care of it.

Appendix B. Doing MCMC estimations

Orthogonal random effects structures such as participants and
tasks are called cross-classified [53].11 While nowadays all major
10 More specifically, the method of observation-level random effects is used [59].
11 More precisely, all random effects models that are non-nested are called cross-
classified. Hierarchical random effects apply when levels are nested, like ‘‘employees
of a hospital and hospitals of a country”. Cross-classified models are increasingly used
in domains, where stimuli or conditions are considered populations, rather than
designed treatments, for example, phonemes in psycholinguistics [60], test items in
psychometrics [61] and designs in Human-Computer Interaction [28].
statistical software packages cover generalized linear mixed-effects
models (GLMM), not all allow reliable estimation of cross-classified
random effects [54]. One of the implementations that does, is the
MCMCglmm program [55], which is provided for the statistical com-
puting environment R [56].

The MCMCglmm program follows a Bayesian approach, which
has several implications: first, Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling
is used for estimation, which is arbitrarily exact (as opposed to
asymptotic frequentist methods), but computing intensive. Second,
the full posterior distribution for all (free) parameters is obtained
by MCMC. This leaves some choice for point and interval statistics
to represent location and level of certainty. Here, we report the
posterior mode, which is the point of highest density (or strongest
belief in Bayesian interpretation) and central 95% credibility inter-
vals.12 Third, Bayesian inference allows incorporating prior belief.
Theoretically, the posterior distribution is a combination of what
the researcher knew before and evidence from data, the so-called
likelihood. When no sufficiently objective belief exists priory, unin-
formative priors are chosen. This is provided by MCMCglmm
defaults.

Appendix C. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbi.2017.03.010.
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